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IMPLICATIONSOF REDUCED NATO NUCLEAR

by

Richard R. Sandoval

ABSTRACT

STOCKPILES

After completing the initial deployment of nuclear
weapons in Europe in the early 1960s, the United States
maintainedfor the next 20 years a stockpile advertised at
7000 weapons in the support of NATO. This number was not
explained by any official statement of the roles of the
weapons, which made the stockpilevulnerableto politically
motivated decisionsto reduce its size. Ensuing reductions
have brought the number to a nominal 6000 weapons, with an
announcedfurther reductionto 4600 planned. The reduction
of NATO’s nuclear weapons stockpile reflectsa weakening of
the long-standingAlliance consensussupporting reliance on
nuclear weapons as a key feature of NATO’s military posture.

The adequacy of the number of NATO’s nuclear weapons is
probably best judged by its likely effect on Soviet calcula-
tions for starting a war in Europe. It has been judged that
4600 weapons will dissuadethe Soviets if they are convinced
that NATO would resort to nuclear weapons to forestall a
military defeat. Smaller numbers might also dissuade the
Soviets, but at some point substantive improvements in
NATO’s nuclear target-engagementsystems would be required
to preserve that dissuasiveness. Improvementscould be made
in both technology and in organizationalmethods of incor-
porating nuclear capabilityinto NATO’s forces.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reductions in the number of nuclearweapons in the NATO stockpileare among

the latest episodes in the erratic history of American deployment of nuclear

weapons. The US has deployed nuclear weapons in Europe since the early 1950s,

and the question of why the US maintains nuclear weapons in Europe has been

debated ever since. The question is answered officially in MC 14/3, a NATO

Military Committee document subscribed to unanimously by the members of the

Alliance. The question is answered unofficiallyin ways that are not unanimous,
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a fact also reflectedin MC 14/3. The original reasonsfor the deployment are

difficult to reconstruct and in any case are now of little consequence. The

birth of the flexible-responsestrategy in the 1960s has accountedsince for the

inclusion of nuclear weapons in NATO’s military posture. The approval of MC

14/3 in 1967 marked the officialadoption of f“

strategy for defendingWestern Europe. Since

ceivablethat an MC 14/4 embracinga different

However, in present circumstances,which inc”

exible responseas accepted NATO

then it has seemed all but incon-

strategy could ever be approved.

ude a great amount of antinuclear

agitation,that possibilitydoes not seem so far-fetched.

A principal feature of flexible responseis its deliberateambiguity. It

claims for NATO’s forces the capabilityto engage the enemy at every level of

conflict intensity by using either conventionalor nuclearweapons, or by call-

ing on strategicnuclear forces. Although British and French nuclear forces

have not been explicitlycommittedto NATO, they are not likely to be discounted

by the Soviets. This spectrum of NATO’s military capability is said to give

NATO options for raising the level of intensity of any conflictthat was not

proceedingsatisfactorily,while at the same time inexplicablydeterringthe ex-

ercise of similar Soviet options. The primary objectiveof the strategy is said

to be to discourageconflict in the first place, and, if it fails to do so, to

achieve NATO’s conflict objective (the preservation of its territorial

integrity)at the lowest possible level of conflict intensity. However, the

strategy does not commit NATO beforehand to any particular level of initial

responseto an aggressivemove, nor does it specify subsequentresponses. This

ambiguity is evidently intendedto enhance deterrenceof an attack by reflecting

the purported flexibility of the options available to NATO’s political and

military leaders.

Recent controversiesover enhanced-radiationweapons and intermediate-range

systems have eroded public support for NATO’s nuclear forces. It is implied in

flexible responsethat NATO’s nuclearweapons will be used to affect unfavorable

military situations. However, what those uses would be has not been made ex-

plicit, presumablyout of deferenceto the sensibilitiesof NATO publics. One

result of this silence has been that politicaloppositionto the threat of using

nuclearweapons, and even to their continued deployment, has been growing.

Widespread public misgivings (produced by considerationsof the possible ul-

timate consequences of a failure of deterrence) have served to blur the
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distinction between strategic and nonstrategicnuclear weapon systems--a d-is-

tinction that was never widely accepted.

The specific military roles to be played by differentelements of NATO’s

nuclear forces in defendingEurope from conventionalor nuclear attack havenot

generated much public discussion among political leaders and electorateson

either side of the Atlantic. There has not been any coherent public exposition

of the roles that nuclear weapons might have to play if NATO’s territorialin-

tegrity is to be maintained in the face of some of the heavier attacks the

Soviets are capable of mounting. It is an open questionwhether that kind of

public expositionwould make a great difference in altering present attitudes

toward nuclear weapons in general and NATO’s weapons in particular.

Nevertheless,in spite of this uncertainty,NATO military leaders must plan for

the use of their nuclear resources,and they must base their planning on their

experienceof conventionalwars. This experience provides the only framework

for anticipatinglikely missions for their nuclear forces.
politicalpressureshave forced reductions in selected tYpeS of nuclear

weapons in NATO, and the same pressures may force still further reductions.

Although below some level nuclear forces lose their military significance,it is

evident that little thought has been given to what that level might be. If the

process of strippingNATO’s forces of their nuclear capability is to be ar-

rested, military planners must either take into account the resistanceto the

idea that nuclear weapons would actually be used in a European wa~ or they must

find a way to overcome the resistance. Reversing the trend does not seem a

likely possibilityat present.

There are, of course, some formidableobstaclesto be overcome in planning

to perform the various tasks that NATO might assign nuclear weapons in order to

put an acceptable end to a war. First, NATO’s planners must guess how the

Soviets might use their nuclear weapons, either when responding to NATO or on

their own initiative. Second, it is difficultto fit traditionaloperational

concepts for waging war into a strategy that envisages a spectrum of levels of

confliictintensity. And, to further complicatethis last exercise,there has

been no indicationthat the Soviets subscribeto the concept of war fought in

the successivesteps that are envisionedin flexible response.

Probably,for some of the purposes called for by the strategy of flexible

response, the particular characteristicsof specific NATO systems and warheads

do not play a crucial role. Their contributionto deterrence, for example, is
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unavoidablyconjecturalbecause NATO cannot know specificallywhich characteris-
tics of its nuclear stockpilefigure most prominently in Soviet political or

military calculations. Therefore, assessingthe suitabilityof roles for the

various componentsof NATO’s stockpileprobably has to be made solely on tradi-

tional military grounds. That military basis also has to serve to determinethe

preferredcharacteristicsof any possibletechnologicalimprovementsand to dis-

cover alternativeorganizationalapproachesto accommodatenuclear capabilityin

NATO forces.

There are, nevertheless, difficulties with using purely military

assumptions. One is that the use of nuclearweapons systems could result in in-

discriminate destruction. That potential may be just what is requiredfor

deterrence;however, it can hardly representa military capabilityif it is too

destructive for political permission to use it to be granted. Actually,this

drawbackwill probably always apply to any nuclear capabilityjust because it is—
nuclear. However, this does not seem an adequate reason for military planning

to ignore the distinctionbetween discriminateand indiscriminate ways of ac-

complishingmilitary ends.

There are other problemswith focusingexclusivelyon the military utility

of specific nuclear weapon systems in a traditionalmilitary frame of reference.

For one thing, there is a lack of precedentfrom which to judge the relevanceof

previous combat experience. Another problem is that of judging a particular

system in a context that gives appropriate weight to other force components.

This problem is not peculiarto nuclear systems.

Despite the difficulties,NATO’s nuclear capability will have to be as-

sessed by measuring the ability of each component weapon system to do the

military jobs that might be assignedto it. Procedures for evaluating NATO’s

nuclear weapon stockpile that are not based on military considerationsare

neither sensitiveto variationsin the individualcharacteristicsof the systems

nor, except in the broadestterms, to the size of the stockpile. Logically,it

then remainsto judge the capabilityof the combined systems to do all of the

military jobs of conventional war. There is inherentlya wide area for dis-

agreementbetween political and military authorities in making that kind of

judgment. The use of even a few hundred nuclear weapons in any actual European

war would have cumulativeeffects that no political leader would care to think

about, and the military casualties would be on a scale that no military com-

mander could tolerate.
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In one most importantsense, however,the disparity in NATO’s politicaland

military approachesto the question of roles for nonstrategic nuclear weapons

should be considered irrelevant. The Soviets have deployed comparableweapons

for purposes that will remain inscrutableto the West until the actual event of

war. It is not entirely unreasonable, therefore,to evaluate NATO’s stock of

nonstrategicweapons from the point of view of the Soviet marshals who would be,

by hypothesis, charged with the successfulinvasion of Western Europe without

destroying those features that would afterwards be useful to the Soviets.

Although it is evident that utter devastationwould be the result of an exten-

sive use of nuclear weapons by both sides, it is cant to profess that no other

result would be possible if there was any use of the weapons. At some level of

use, it is at least conceivablethat nuclear weapons would serve finite military

and politicalpurposes.

In the event of war, it would likely be the hard-headedSoviet marshals who

would advise their equally hard-headedpoliticalmasters as to the level of use

of nuclear weapons to be expected and as to the prospects of Soviet success if

that expectationproved accurate. It would be up to Soviet political leadership

to decide whether to act on that advice. Neither the Soviets nor NATO could

probably afford to exceed the level of use those marshals anticipatedif preser-

vation of Europe as a viable economic entity was a Soviet goal and if saving

social and political essences, of its own members at least, was an additional

NATO goal. Making that judgment of what level of use both sides could tolerate

would not be easy. It would be to NATO’s benefit to make the Soviets’ decision

as hard as possible. In circumstancescompellingenough to lead Soviet leaders

to accept the incalculablerisks and enormous costs of invadingWestern Europe,

it is pertinentthat it would be the Soviet military who would be making the

judgment as to the expected costs.

Other scenarios besides the limited nuclear one are plausible for war in

Europe. Many people believe that the outcome of a deliberatelyinitiatedcon-

ventional war would be accepted by both sides even though both could have I
recourseto nuclear weapons if either refusedto accept defeat. It is difficult

in the absence of precedentto gauge the possibilitythat nuclear weapons could

salvage an acceptable end to war when conventionaldefeat was imminent,and no

attempt will be made here to do so. Similarly,it is certainlyconceivablethat

a European war with nuclear weapons would be unrestrained,making the question

of military utility moot.
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In the end, the only role for NATO’s nonstrategicnuclear weapons that can

be usefully addressed is that of dissuadingthe Soviets from attemptingan inva-

sion of Western Europe. The likely effects of nuclearweapon use on military

operationson both sides could well be a factor in Soviet calculations of their

prospects of success. Presumably,those calculationswould in turn be a factor

among whatever incentives the Soviets might have for considering such an

invasion.

II. MILITARYMISSIONSFOR NATO’S NUCLEPR FORCES

In a future war, it would presumably be NATO’s objectiveto preserve,or

restore if need be, existing political borders. The role of NATO’s nuclear

forces in support of this objective is conceived by NATO in conventional

military terms. It is easier to think of a nuclear war that follows the same

military pattern as that for a conventionalwar than it is to propose alterna-

tive conceptions. Westernersview conventionalwar in terms prefiguredin World

War II; the missions assignedto the availableforce elements in that war, then,

are assumed to be the missions applicableto the available force elements in a

future conflict. However, the relativeemphasis placed on those missionswill

not be the same because the military and, even more so, the politicalconditions

will not be the same as they were 40 years ago.

With no more pertinentexperienceto draw from, there is no available al-

ternativeto assuming a conventionalform of conflict for assessingthe military

utility of NATO’s nuclear forces, even though there are reasons to doubt the

validity of the assumption. Accordingly,for this study, war in Europe should

be thought of as a series of battles between conventionalforces for custody of

the local terrain, with all other military activity supportingthose forces in

those battles.

Besides assuming that missions for nuclear forces in a future war will be

the same as the missions of conventionalcapabilitiesin wars of the past, this

study will be based on three other assumptions. It is assumed that the military

objectivesof both sides will not change when the war turns nuclear. It is as-

sumed that whenever nuclear weapons are introduced,NATO’s military will be in a

positionto employ nuclear weapon systems with their inherent effectiveness

unimpaired. And it is assumed that every mission for which a particularnuclear

weapon could be used should be consideredin evaluatingthe associated system’s

usefulness. The precedent for this approachwas set in the last Europeanwar,
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when every available capability was used, except that embodied in chemical

weap ens.. No one knows the future relevanceof the fact that all of the World

War II participants refrainedfrom introducingchemical agents.

When facing a Soviet attack, NATO’s first task would be to prevent, stop,

or slow the enemy’s advance. It is not likely that NATO would turn first to its

nuclear capabilitiesto accomplishthis task; however,there are seven missions

that nuclear weapons might be given to assist conventional forces in the sub-

sequent fight. The first will be called “battlefieldsupport.” The targets

attacked in carrying out this mission are primarilythose developedon the bat-

tlefield by NATO’s directly engaged forces. Those targets will almost always be

fleeting, requiringa high degree of responsiveness of the target-engagement

systems used to attack them.

A second mission that might be assigned to nuclear weapons is that of

preventingthe reinforcementand resupply of Warsaw Pact forces already engaged.

This mission, here called “battlefield isolation,” entails (1) locating and

destroying reinforcing units and stores of fuel, food, ammunition,and other

supplies intended for engaged Pact forces; (2) making movement in the Pact

rear areas as difficult as possible; and (3) disrupting the Pact’s means of

coordinatingnecessaryactivitiesbetween rear areas and the engaged forces.

This mission requiresnuclear systems to have a longer range than that required

for battlefieldsupport and imposes a severe burden on NATO’s means of finding

rear-areatargets.

A third possible mission, “interdiction,”would be carried out by nuclear

forces against those Pact rear-area activities not directly associatedwith

reinforcementand resupply of engaged forces. Many of the targets would be

fixed, facilitating their attack with the appropriateNATO nuclear systems.

The volume of rear-areaactivity in modern war has previouslylimited the effec-

tiveness of interdiction.

NATO’s nuclear forces could be involved in attacks called “counter--air

operations.” Most specific rear-areatasks would have to be assigned to NATO’s

air forces,which would also be defendingagainst Pact aircraft employed in sup-

port of the Pact ground attack. NATO would thus need to attack a number of

targets in the Pact rear area for the specific purpose of limiting the enemy’s

ability to use its aircraft offensively.

Another mission might be “air-defense suppression. ” Warsaw Pact forces

would go to war under the protectionof the densest system of air defense ever
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deployed. The system would include a wide variety of airborne and ground-based

defensive capabilities. For NATO aircraftto enter Pact air space, or even to

operate close to that air space, Pact air defensewould have to be substantially

degraded. Accomplishingthat degradation,which would be difficultfor conven-

tional means, is the mission of air-defense suppression, and nuclear weapon

systems could be given this mission.

The mission of “counterfire”is universallyconsideredby both sides to be

a prime candidatefor assignmentto nuclear forces, even though finding the tar-

gets would be difficult. Just as NATO’s nuclearweapon systemswould logically

be the objects of Soviet intense effort to find and neutralizethem, the defense

of Western Europe would presumably require considerable effort to find and

destroy Soviet nuclear and conventional-weapondelivery systems supportingthe

ground attack.

Finally, “air and missile defense” may be a future mission of NATO’s

nuclear forces. Warsaw Pact forces employed by the Soviets would be assigned

missions analogous to those listed here. Soviet nuclear forces comprisethe

same general types of systems and have capabilities comparable to those of

NATO’s nuclear forces. This means that an ideal spectrum of military capability

for NATO would include the means of countering all of these systems. Some

nuclear-capable systems for air defense now exist. Developingand deploying

such systems unavoidably involves ambiguity about what is being defended,

civilian value or military forces. This ambiguityhas implicationsfor Europe

similar to those debated in the US over ABM systems before SALT I.

Actually using a major fractionof NATO’s nonstrategicnuclear capability

would have a cumulative effect transcending any rational basis for war in

Europe. The nuclear responsesthat the Sovietswould make cannot be predicted,

but their effect would add to the cataclysm. It can therefore be concludedthat

the actual employment of NATO’s nuclear forces would be subject to rules of

engagement,self-imposedif necessary,that would be much more restrictive than

those used in recent conventionalwars. The influenceof politicaldecisionson

the outcome of the Korean and Vietnamwars foreshadowed this subordination of

military objectivesto politicalpurposes.

The devastationof an unlimitednuclearwar leads some people to conclude

that the mission of nuclearweapons can only be a demonstrativeone, warning the

Soviets of the possible consequencesof persistingin aggression. The decision

to use nuclear weapons for other than purely military purposes will not be
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greatly affected by the size of the stockpile,type of weapon, or the charac-

teristics of the delivery system. Furthermore,no one can know how many of what

kind of weapons would dissuadethe Soviets from using their own nuclear weapons

in a European war. Thus, nonmilitary roles for NATO’s nuclearweapons cannot

serve as the basis of NATO nuclear force structuringdecisions. Only military

missions can furnish a basis for making those decisions,and in present cir-

cumstances,only experienceof conventionalwars can define the missions.

III. ASSESSMENTOF THE MILITARY UTILITY OF NATO’S PRESENT NUCLEAR FORCES

A. General Observationsand Assumptions

In making a quantitativeassessmentof the military capabilityrepresented

by NATO’s nonstrategicnuclear weapons, a number of assumptionsmust be made to

cover uncertainties. The size of the Warsaw Pact force that would attack

Western Europe is one of these uncertainties. That size could vary from includ-

ing only the forces now in place in the Eastern European countries bordering

NATO’s territoryto including reinforcements that would probably be deployed

before or during an attack. The total number of targets presented by the at-

tackers varies with the size of the attackingforce, of course, but even with no

reinforcement of Pact forces now in place, that number reaches several thousand

fixed and mobile targets in the arrays that are commonly projected. It is as-

sumed that a sufficient number of these Pact targets would be locatedwith

enough timelinessand accuracy to warrant attackingthem, and it is assumed that

finding and designatingenough appropriatetargets for nuclear weapons does not

place a constraint on the number of weapons that might be required for a

specific purpose.

After the total number of Pact targets that could be attacked in a timely

fashion has been estimated,the number of nuclearWeaponsthatwouldbereleajed
by politicalauthoritiesas requiredby US law can only be guessed. It is im-

possible to know if a particularestimate of that number is reasonable,but it

is usually assumed that the number would be one for which a valid requirement

could be justified on military grounds. The followingexaminationassumes that

logisticaland administrativeproblems that would undoubtedly arise in connec-

tion with the political release of NATO’s nuclear weapons and the joining of

those weapons with associateddelivery units would not present significantly

constraining difficulties in applying any of NATO’s systems to a particular

mission.
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We observe that locatingNATO’s nonstrategicweapons in a relativelysmall

number of peacetimestorage sites, as now dictated by concerns for the security

of their authorized custody,makes them somewhat vulnerableto pre-emptiveac-

tion by the Soviets. This poses a highly scenario-dependentproblem that cannot

be treated definitivelybeforehand.

With the above observationsand assumptionsin mind, we begin an examina-

tion of the capabilityof the componentsof NATO’s present stockpileto perform

the missions identifiedin Section II.

B. Missions Against Warsaw Pact’s DirectlyEngaged Forces

1. BattlefieldSupport. A major requirementfor nuclear target-engagement

systems in battlefield support is the ability to react quickly to fleeting

targets. Such delivery systems already exist in conventionalmilitary organiza-

tions, and the appropriate Pact targets will be found by target-acquisition

means integralto those organizationswithin a few kilometersof NATO’s directly

engaged forces.

Three main nuclear delivery systems provide battlefieldsupport capability

for NATO’s front-lineground forces. There are atomic demolitionmunitions for

the purpose of creating obstaclesto the movement of Pact forces on and near the

battlefield. There are air-deliverednuclearweapons that could conceivablybe

used to provide supplementalbattlefield support. But the principal nuclear

delivery systems are cannon and missile artillery. There are nuclear projec-

tiles for both the 155-mm and the 8-in. howitzers. The relevantmissile systems

are Lance and Honest John.

Atomic demolitionmunitions can only be used to produce surface and subsur-

face explosions. Thus, along with the craters or other obstacles resultingfrom

their use, these munitionswould also produce varying amounts of fallout unless

they were detonated farther below the surface than would be possible in most

cases. It was once thought that prechambering at suitable depths of burial

would be the solution to the fallout problem. Prechambering,however,turned

out to be infeasible for political reasons that have, if anything, become

stronger recently.

Because NATO’s air delivery systemsmight have a higher priorityto support

other missions, NATO ground forces directly engaging Pact assault formations

could not call routinelyfor close air support. Neither this problem nor the

formidable problems of air-ground coordinationfor attackingfleetingtargets

has been solved to date for conventionalweapons, let alone for nuclear ones.
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NATO’s cannon artillery and Lance and Honest John missile units are thus

left to carry the main burden of the battlefield-support mission. Presumably,

these systems with their inherent capability pose a threat to the massing of

Pact forces for a concentratedattack on NATO defenses, and therefore make it

easier for NATO’s conventional forces to defend their assigned sectors.

CertainlyNATO’s artillery is a self-containedtarget-engagementsystem that in-

cludes visual observation of the battlefield. Finding the appropriatetargets

would not be a major difficulty.

If the Soviets postulatethat the artillery systems would actually be used

to deliver nuclear fires and that Pact forces would need to concentratein order

to penetrate NATO’s defenses locally, it can be expected that the compacted

spearheadingPact forces, which would have four times the number of cannon of

NATO”S spread forces, would devote every effort to destroyingNATO’s cannon and

missile launchers. Significantattritionof these delivery systems might occur

during the conventionalphase of the conflict and before any decisionto intro-

duce nuclear weapons. The resultingshortage of delivery systems, aggravatedby

the short range of the cannon and the initiallysmall number of missile launch-

ers, calls into question NATO’s ability to use these systems for nuclear

battlefieldsupport. The number of the associatednuclear weapons in the stock-

pile does not necessarilyreflect accuratelythe support that could be expected.

Nevertheless, those numbers correspond to a major fraction of the number of

maneuver units that would contributeweight to a Pact attack to seize territory,

and thus they constitutea palpablethreat inhibitingthe massing of Pact units

into lucrativetargets. NATO is able to disperse significant numbers of these

weapons across the entire front. In fact, the delivery means are already so

dispersed,and the heavily urbanizedareas in which the Soviets could presumably

mass safely would not be conduciveto a swift penetrationof NATO defenses;

There are, however, some other shortcomingswith NATO’s cannon artillery

and short-rangemissile systems, and with their associatednuclear weapons. The

availablecombinationsof yield and accuracy in the systems now deployed, as

well as their limited ability to respond quickly, are unsuitablefor attacking

targets located close to NATO’s forces. These targets are the ones that NATCI’S

defending forces might most need to destroy. Nuclear cannon projectilesthat

have already been developed but not fielded would alleviate these problems.

These new projectiles have not been deployed to Europe because of a growing

politicalhostilitytoward short-rangenuclear weapon delivery systems. This
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hostility is evidently based on fears that their availability would cause

nuclearweapons to be brought into a European conflicttoo early. There is thus

a strong possibility that proposed reductions in NATO’s nuclear capabilities

will come disproportionatelyfrom the weapons associated with the battlefield-

support mission. This situationmay worsen if the US Army decides to eliminate

its 8-in. cannon, a move it is now studying.

In the circumstances, an estimate of the number of systems and warheads

needed for a minimally credible NATO capabilityfor nuclear battlefield support

would be helpful. Because of the length of the politicalborders NATO defends

(about1000 kilometersin the central region),any reasonable estimate of war-

heads is a high number for existing systems. High estimatesonly exacerbate

what is threatening to become an irreversible antipathy toward battlefield

nuclearweapons.

However, if one function of NATO’s nuclear forces is to help fight a con-

ventional battle against superior forces, there is no imminently available

alternativeto short-range nuclear systems for holding such attacks at high

enough risk to be sure of impressing the Soviets. This is especiallytrue if

the Soviets are contemplatingusing Soviet nuclearweapons against NATO’s front-

line defenders. Without the existing short-rangenuclear systems, or acceptable

substitutes,NATO’s response to the Soviets would have to come from systems

whose use would necessarilybe escalator. That kind of responsemight seem ap-

propriatewhen consideredin peacetime;war would bring a differentperspective,

and escalationmight not then appear to be a promisingoption.

Concedinginitial success to the assaulting Pact echelons in the hope of

preventing the exploitation of that success by the followingechelons may be a

politicallypopular alternativeat the moment; however,the appropriatemeans of

making such a strategyworkable do not appear to be technicallyfeasiblefor at

least a decade, if at all, and the Soviets are not compelled to cooperate in

such a scheme in any case.

Another considerationthat may have to enter into the assessment of NATO’s

nuclear battlefield-supportrequirementsis that concernedwith the Scandinavian

and Mediterraneanflanks. It is conceivable that NATO will want to retain a

capabilityto introducethe pertinentkinds of nuclear weapon systems into those

areas if they were to come under attack, which would create a different politi-

cal situationfrom the present one.

12



Finally,as will be the case with the analysis of the other missions for

NA1O’S nuclear forces, in evaluatingNATO’s capabil-ity,it is necessaryto dis-

tinguish between the number of weapons the Soviets will presume to be available

for nuclear battlefieldsupport and the number that military and politicalcon-

siderationswould justify for NATO’s actual use. Estimating the latter number

is unavoidably a scenario-dependent exercise that will not be explicitlyat-

tempted in this study.

From the preceding discussion,we concludethat the military capabilityof

NATO’s short-rangenuclear weapon delivery systems now constitutes a potent

threat to Soviet prospectsof a quick success in breaching NATO’s defenses. The

major threat inheres in the number of nuclearweapons the Soviets would assume

were available to NATO’s forces defendingareas through which the Soviets might

want to launch their heaviest attacks.This threat is more likely to be impres-

sive to the Soviets in the central region than on the flanks. However, Soviet

confidencein the ability of Pact forces to destroy a substantial number of

NATO’s short-range nuclear delivery systems is an unknown. This unknown argues

against judging NATO’s present battlefield-supportcapabilityto be excessiveto

the requirement for posing a credible threat to the Soviets. Present short-

comings in the pertinent systems and warheads also argue against such a

judgment.

c. Mi~s.iOnsAaainst Warsaw Pact Rear-Area Activity

NATO’S present nuclear capabilityto attack targets located more than a few

kilometersinto the Pact rear area rests in its ability to find those targets

and to deliver nuclear weapons on them. The delivery systems are its longer

range missiles and its aircraft. Lance could be used at the shorter ranges, and

at the longer ranges the missiles are Pershing,ground-launchedcruise missile

(GLCM), and Poseidon. All of these missiles, except Lance and the older

Pershing, have sufficient range to be used against targets in the Soviet Union.

NATO also has a variety of aircraft capable of deliveringnuclear bombs in the

Pact rear area and in the Soviet Union.

The number of targets in the Pact rear west of the Soviet Union is commonly ~

assumed to be several thousand, of which a few thousand will either be _iden-

tif’iedbeforehand (for example, airfields,railheads,and other fixed targets)

or discovered during the course of conflict. It is reasonableto expect that

NATO would depend on Lance, its older Pershing,and its aircraft for limited at-

tacks on Pact rear-area targets, with the other available systems, possibly
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includingUS strategicsystems,threateningmassive attacks and attacks on the

Soviet homeland.

For all of the missile systems, the targets would have to be found and

designated by external agencies, primarily aircraft which depend heavily on

visual acquisition,although some aircraft are all-weathercapable. NATO could

use the same aircraft both to find and to attack a target, but political leaders

would be reluctantto authorizepilots to be the sole judges of what were ap-

propriatenuclear targets.

However it was done, finding and attacking targets from the air would

encounter opposition of various kinds, principallyin the form of active air

defenses. Also, both NATO and Pact airfieldswould presumablybe attacked from

the outset and become high-prioritytargets after nuclear attacks on rear areas

were initiated. Aircraft that survivedthose attacks would have to contendwith

additional difficultiescaused by nuclear explosions. Because fallout patterns

from surface and near-surfacebursts are unpredictable, most explosions would

probably be above the surface. This might alleviatethe problems of dust and

other debris obscuringtargets. In any case, even at low levels of nuclear

weapons use, coordinationof air and missile strikeswould have to be carefully

done. It helps in this regardthat missiles are chiefly useful for fixed tar-

gets and their trajectoriesare predictable.

Because it would be to the advantage of both sides in a European war to

have an early end to hostilitieswithout extensivedamage to other than military

targets, both sides could be expectedto exercise some forms of restraint,alien

as the notion of restraint would probably be, at least to the military of both

sides. Evidence of restraintwould be exhibitedby the geographicextent of the

operations. On the other hand, each side would probably be more interestedin

an acceptable outcome than in exhibiting restraint that precluded such an

outcome. The politicalcalculationas to how these opposing constraintsshould

be observed in military operationswould likely determinethe extent and inten-

sity of the use of nuclearweapons against rear areas. A recent study suggested

that an upper limit to nuclear operations was about 3000 explosions on each

side, leaving both sides with effectively no remaining military strengthto

continue.

standably

Western po”

til he has
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It bears repeatingthat NATO will continueto be dependenton aircraft and

other airborne platformsfor the means of acquiringtargets. Also, technologi-

cal improvementsin the pertinentcapabilitieswill similarlydepend on airborne

means. The ability to penetratePact air space and to maintain airborne plat-

forms in positionto look into the Pact rear area with various kinds of sensors

will largely determine, and act as a practical limit to, NATO’s capabilityto

engage in conventional or nuclear operations against the Pact rear. An

analogousstatementobviouslyapplies to the Pact.

Finally, engagementin rear-areaoperationsby either side depends on what

is happening in the actual battle to attackers and defenders. If the NATO

defenderswere capable of denying all progress to the attacking forces, the

Pact’s intent against NATO’s rear area would be to neutralize those NATO

capabilitiesdenying their progress. For NATO to engage in operations against

the Pact rear would, in those circumstances, be gratuitously escalator.

Military experiencein previouswars.strongly suggests that some progress can be

made by attackers if they are willing to pay the price. If the price was made

very high, the burden of escalatingconflict to include nuclear rear-areaopera-

tions would be on the attacker. Conversely,if the attack’s progresswas not

made very costly, that burden would fall on the defender. It is obviously to

NATO’s advantageto present a posture that would appear to put the burden of es-

calationto nuclear rear-area operations, with its incalculably heightened

risks, on the Soviets. This might prevent the Soviets from attackingat all,

and if war resultednevertheless,NATO would be in a better position to fight.

It is in this light that the relationshipbetween NATO’s nuclear battlefield-

support capability and its deeper strike systems ought to be seen. Deeper

strike nuclear systems are probably needed to discourage Soviet escalation;

however, NATO’s means of supportingthe battlefield should be adequate to ob-

viate the need for NATO to do the escalating. (Notethat the battlefieldcould

be either nuclear or conventional, and the choice might very well not be

NATO’S.)

The yield of the nuclear weapons used may affect the perception of

escalation; higher yields may be more escalator than low yields. NATO’s

battlefield-supportnuclear weapons can be detonated at yields in the kiloton

range, and excludingthe older Pershingand a few aircraft bombs, NATO’s longer

range systems can deliver weapon bursts of similarly low yields. On the other



hand, many of NATO’s nuclearweapons can produce high yields for retaliatingor

for whatever other purpose. The Soviets can be expectedto know all of this.

The degree to which Soviet military literature reflectsthe thinking of

Soviet political leaders can only be a subject for speculation. That literature

does not indicatethat the Sovietmilitary anticipateslevels of conflict inten-

sity succeedingeach other in a pattern of escalation. However, there is an

evident awareness that military operationswould have a politicalpurpose that

would not be served by indiscriminatedevastation.

1. Battlefield Isolation. Because of warranted doubts about NATO’s

ability to deny substantiveinitial success to the leading echelon of a deter-

mined Soviet attack, there has been in recentyears an increasingemphasis on

evaluatingand improvingNATO’s capabilitiesfor interdictingSoviet ability to

reinforce that success with succeedingechelons. To this end, a plan that the

Soviets are assumed to be constrainedto follow in invading Western Europe has

been devised by Western analysts,and members of the NATO politicaland military

communityhave been busily studyingways o-fdisrupting the execution of that

plan with conventional means. There is no doubt that a major motivationfor

this effort comes from a desire to circumventall the problems associated with

the prospect of nuclear war in Europe. However, no one involved in the present

effort denies that, for some time to come, NATO will have to rely on nuclear

weapon systems for a genuine capabilityto attack those elements of Pact combat

power intendedfor the exploitationof initial Pact successes.

The question of interestnow is what can be said of NATO’s present nuclear

capabilityto do that mission, previouslyidentifiedas battlefield isolation.

The mission involves attacking both fixed targets, in the form of potential

obstaclesto the coordinatedmovement of those reinforcing Pact elements; and

mobile and moving targets, which those elements constitute. There are two as-

sociated difficultiesthat today limit NATO’s pertinentcapability. The first

is the sheer number of fixed targets that would have to be attacked effectively

in order to affect significantlythe Pact’s ability to move around in its rear

area. The other is the difficultyof finding mobile and moving targets in all

conditionsof visibilityand in the face of active Pact countermeasures, even

assuming that Pact force elements and supplieswere aggregatedin identifiable

targets.

A recent Rand Corporationstudy estimatedthat NATO would have to make 400

road cuts every night to deny Pact forces the ability to reinforceand resupply
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their assaulting echelons. NATO could not hope to approachthat requirement

with its present capabilities. Those capabilitieswould, however, be effective

in fiestroyingthe mobile and moving targets presentedby that resupplyand rein-

forcementonce they had been located,assumingthat the attackingaircraft could

penetrateto those targets at acceptablecost. (NATOwould use aircraft because

its missile guidance schemes are unsuited for attackingtargets within minutes

after they are found.)

If an attack by NATO’s aircraftwas consideredfeasible,there remains the’

question of how many weapons would be requiredto prevent the exploitationof

the initial Pact success. More than likely, that number would be greater than

the number of appropriate targets that would be located in time, as NATO has

limited ability to find targets at night and in bad weather. .
2. Interdiction,Counter-AirOperations,and Air-DefenseSuppression. The

missions of interdiction,counter-airoperations, and air-defense suppression

would benefit from the fact that the great majority of targets involvedwould be

fixed or semimobile,and many would be radiatingelectromagnetic energy making

them much easier to find than passive mobile targets. The primary difficultyin

accomplishingany of these missions would be in getting authorization for the

use of nuclear weapons. The politicalauthoritiesand the NATO commanderswould

have to consider the extent of unwanted damage that might result and whether or

not they wished to signal restraint to the Soviets. To fit the weapon to the

politicaland military need is not

available, and they are available

be well aware of the above factors

their own plans.

a problem as there are sufficient weapons ~
in a wide range of yields. The Soviets would

and would have to consider them in making

3. Counterfire. NATO’s military forces in Europe and much more besides—
could be destroyed if the Soviets used their nuclear capability without

restraintand if that capabilitywere encountered. The part of that capability

that NATO could neutralizeprobably does not exceed what the Soviets would with-

hold anyhow in the interest of winning a relativelyintact prize. As with NATO,

the Soviet delivery systems are cannon, missiles, and aircraft. NATO’s problem

would be in locatingthese systems. Cannon would be especiallyhard to pinpoint

if the Soviets

systems are mob”

directly after

dedicatedsome of them to nuclear missions exclusively. Missile

le, hard to detect before a launch, and are likely to be moved

launch. Pact aircraft, like NATO’s, would be based on airfields
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that would be easy to locate, but timing an attack so that a significant number

of planes were caught on the ground might be difficult.

Because the NATO military can be expectedto evaluate the counterfire mis-

sion in terms of their experience, it appears likely that the mission will

remain one of high priority. Soviet nuclearweapon delivery capability, which

NATO is not likely to attack pre-emptively,will probably remain equal to any

task it might be given, unless NATO unexpectedly acquires a much stronger

capabilityto find and destroy Soviet componentsystems or weapons.

4. Air and Missile Defense. NATO’s present nuclear capabilityin air and

missile defense lies in the Nike-Herculessurface-to-airmissile. Nike-Hercules

is scheduledfor early replacementby Patriot,an air-defensesystem using con-

ventional warheads. At one stage of its development,Patriotwas considereda

candidate system for defense against tactical missiles, but the option of

retaining a nominal capability in this role did not survive the development

process.

D. AdditionalConsiderations

The size of NATO’s present stockpileof nuclear weapons is adequate to en-

sure the defeat of any Soviet ground attack against Western Europe. However,

the unavoidablecosts of both sides resortingto nuclear weapons will act as a

disincentive to NATO’s politicaland military leaders. Of course, the decision

to introducenuclearweapons could be taken out of NATO’s hands by a Soviet

nuclear attack, which need not be indiscriminatelydestructive.

In decidingwhether to go to war at all, both sides would first need to as-

sess the strength of opposing conventionalforces and judge their own prospects

Of winning without nuclearweapons. If nuclearweapons would be necessary for

any purpose, each side might decide that it would be better to accept conven-

tional defeat. If NATO’s decision beforehandwas to accept conventionaldefeat,

then its nuclear stockpile could be configured solely on political

considerations. As neither side can make that decision for the other, neither

can at this time rid itself altogetherof its nonstrategicnuclear capability.

It is deliberateSoviet military aggressionthat NATO’s military posture is

ostensibly designed to prevent or defeat. It would take an overwhelminglycom-

pelling incentive for the Soviets to justify the risks of invading Western

Furope, which would include jeopardizing the survival of the Soviet state.

Soviet leaders could hardly fail to take their prospects of success into con-

sideration in deciding how to respond to such an incentive. With NATO
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continuingto deploy nuclear weapons in militarily significant numbers, the

Soviets must either persuadethemselvesthat those weapons would not be used, or

they must plan an invasionthat would succeed against nuclear responses.

If NATO regards its nuclear stockpile as being of military rather than

purely political significance, then the question of the use of the weapons

presents difficultproblems for decisionmakers, who have no precedentsto guide

them. It seems likely that the Sovietswould presume that NATO is willing to

use nuclear weapons from the fact of their deployment. However, it is possible

that politicalpressurescould force NATO to take steps that would convince the

Soviets that NATO could not use the weapons under any circumstances. Some

people would argue that some such steps have already been taken with the adop-

tion of complex procedures for ensuringthat only authorizedpolitical leaders

can releasethe weapons. It seems true that actual use would be considerably

constrained by these procedures, as was intended; it further appears that the

use of some systems would be virtuallyimpossible.

The availability of the weapons also affects their military significance:

Will the nuclear weapons be in the right place, in sufficient numbers, at the

right time? And will they be accessibleto their associateddelivery systems?

The current concern for the security of the weapons inhibits plans for their

dispersaland adds to the already difficulttask of obtainingpolitical release.

There is also the threat of a direct Soviet attack on peacetime weapon

storage sites. If such an attack should find virtuallyall of NATO’s weapons

still in the sites, it would definitively settle the question of the

availability of those nuclear weapons in favor of the Soviets. With such large

rewards at stake, such an attack cannot be ruled out. However, if this surprise

nuclear disarming attack on NATO would not achieve the Soviet’s entire objec-

tive, they would have to make the difficultchoice of forgoing preparations for

a follow-onattack or of sacrificingsurprise.

It is unreasonableto concludeeither that all or none of NATO’s nuclear

weapons would be available and likely to be used. Therefore,the Sovietsmust

attributemilitary significanceto any configuration of NATO’s nuclear weapon

deployment. Regardless of how ferventlySoviet leaders may share NATO’s aver-

sion to nuclear weapons, in consideringstarting a war in Europe, they will be

forced to weigh the potentialmilitary effect of the use of nuclear weapons by

both sides.
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IV. MILITPRY UTILITY OF REDUCED NATO NUCLEAR FORCES

A. A Stockpile of 4600 NuclearWea~ons

NATO’s present stockpileis a serious threat to the success of a Soviet in-

vasion of Western Europe. Moreover, NATO’s political leaders evidently believe

that the stockpile contains nuclear weapons that can safely be sacrificedto

politicalconsiderations. The Alliance Defense Ministers, in their collective

identityas the Nuclear PlanningGroup (NPG),have accordinglypublicly directed

a reductionof 1400 weapons over the period of the next 5 or 6 years, presumably

bringingthe number of remainingweapons to 4600. It was left for NATO military

authoritiesto decide what types of weapons to remove from the stockpile. In

announcing its decision, the NPG alluded to its previous decision in 1979 to

remove 1000 nuclear weapons from Europe, which was duly carried out. It further

pointed out that deploymentof new Pershingand GLCM warheads would concurrently

be matched by removal of an equal number of nuclear weapons from the current

NATO stockpile.

In the context of working out a reductionprogram to be implemented over

5 to 6 years, the NATO Ministers instructedthe military that “...appropriate

considerationwill be given to short-rangesystems.” It is interestingthat the

announcement referredto “this minimum-levelstockpile,”presumablymeaning the

weapons remainingafter the projectedchanges are made, and called for a range

of improvements in survivability, responsiveness,and effectivenessover the

next decade. The announcementnoted further that “The Alliance must, however,

take account at all times of changes to Soviet capabilitiesduring this period.”

There was also, of course, the compulsoryritual referenceto flexible response.

Although it may be premature to attempt an assessment of the military

utility of a NATO stockpilenominally reducedto 4600 weapons without knowing

which types of systems will be most affected,the considerationsdiscussedin

the precedingchapters of this study can be usefully reviewedin the new context

of reduced numbers of nuclear weapons. In doing so, it should be recognized

that the review can be conductedin a number of differentcontexts. The context

that the NATO Defense Ministers had in mind includes strengtheningconventional

forces, although perhaps not to the extent that some influentialAmericanswould

apparentlyfavor.

There is no doubt that there is

within NATO toward treating convent’

as interchangeable,at least for the
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with conventional improvements. There are probably three tests that conven-

tional weapons will have to pass when their developmentreaches the point that

the movement to interchangeconventionaland nuclear weapons can be regardedas

validly based. The first, of course, is that the candidate replacement conven-

tional weapons demonstratecomparablelethalityagainst area targets. NATO does

not have enough space for its defense to allow for the time that might be re-

quired, for example, to kill enough Pact tanks one at a time. Nuclear weapons

will likely remain for some time the only means availableto NATO with which to

kill several tanks at once or to neutralizeother area targets, even assuming

the necessary improvementsin target-acquisitioncapability.

The last two tests, although not so frequentlymentioned,might be of at

least equal importance. One is that forces depending exclusively on these

presently hypotheticalconventionalcapabilitiesbe able to operate effectively

under Soviet nuclear attack. The electronic sophistication of much modern

weaponry does not lend itself to performing well on a nuclear battlefield.

NATO’s policy will likely remain one of threateningdisproportionateretaliation

for any Soviet use of nuclear weapons. Clearly, however, the advantagesof

being able to respond in kind should not be lightly relinquished.

The last of the three tests is whether NATO’s forces, whose nuclear

capabilityhad largely been replacedby conventionaltechnology, could command

the respect from the Soviet military that the replaced nuclear forces did.

Because the uncertaintiesthat unavoidablysurroundthe question of operatingon

a nuclear battlefield cannot be duplicated in any conventionalenvironment,

their place in dissuadingthe Soviets would have to be taken by certainty as to

the effectiveness of conventionallyarmed forces. There is a related question

as to how much conventionalNATO weaponry would inhibit Soviet use of chemical

agents. Chemical weapons would hardly be decisive in a war that could turn

nuclear.

If a reduction of NATO’S nuclear weapon stockpile to 4600 weapons is

believedto be politically attractive, two considerations seem immediately

pertinent. First, NATO’s relianceon nuclear weapons will not be substantially

altered at the end of the 5 to 6 years devoted to that reduction. Conventional

weapon technologycapable of making any significantmilitary differencedoes not

now exist, nor can it be expected to be in place within 6 years.

The second considerationis that giving up air-defenseweapons that are on

their way out of the stockpileanyway and giving up atomic demolition munitions
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of highly questionablevalue would not necessarilyinvalidatethe stockpileas-

sessment previously presented. On the other hand, a further substantial

reduction in the number of weapons for short-rangesystemswould leave a gap in

NATO’s capabilityto deal with directlyengaged Pact forces, which the Soviets

could find encouraging. That gap might be filled in the future, a possibility

that will be examined in Section V, but it would be a serious defect in NATO’S

posture for a few years at least, and perhaps for much longer. Similarly,

relieving NATO’s air force of a nuclear role would remove the existing

capability to engage moving or mobile targets in the Pact rear with nuclear

weapons in anything like real time. Such a deficiency might be remedied in

time, but again that time would be measured in years. In the meantime,Soviet

chances of a successfulinvasionwould not have been impaired.

In a certain sense, the politicalpurposes of strippingNATO of any feature

of its nuclear capabilitycan be thought of as transcendingconjecturalmilitary

consequences. If the impendingreductionin NATO’s nuclear stockpilehelps to

restorethe politicalcohesivenessin the Alliance that seems to have been lost

in arguments over neutron bombs and Pershingand cruise missiles,the effect on

Soviet calculations will be greatly to NATO’s advantage. The chances of a

determinedSoviet effort to take and occupy Western Europe are immeasurablybet-

ter against a NATO in disarraythan against a unified Alliance. NATO’s leaders

have recognized that the degree of unity possible is limited by the disparities

in national interestsof the Alliancemembers. Recent public controversiesover

American nuclear weapons in Europe have served to emphasizethese inevitable

disparities.

B. Reductions of Nuclear StockpilesBelow 4600 Weapons

Many observersbelieve that NATO is now undergoing,not one of the recur-

ring crises that have marked its history, but rather an unavoidableand long-

delayed reaction to fundamental changes in both the internal and external

political and military conditionsthat led to the formationof the Alliance 35

years ago. If that is the case, the present role of American nuclearweapons in

NATO’s forces, which was never widely understoodby NATO publics,may no longer

provide a valid basis for projectingthe future. At this point, that observa-

tion can only be introduced as a cautionarynote, although it seems clear that

NATO is in some sort of transition.

It certainly appears that future decisions about NATO’s nuclear weapons

will be taken in a different context from that which produced the present
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stockpile. The ostensible NATO unanimitythat must be a prominentfeature of

public announcements will evidently be harder to achieve in the future.

Furthermore, it seems unavoidablethat those decisionswill be influencedby a

wider range of highly vocal constituenciesin all NATO countriesthan used to be

the case. The best evidence of this lies in the fact that it was political

pressure,signifiedin public protests,that has twice led the NPG to announce

publicly a reductionof the NATO stockpile.

The NPG has probably reached decisions to reduce the number of nuclear

weapons by probing the basis of the original decisionsthat gave NATO its long-

lived stockpileof 7000 weapons. Because the politicaland military bases for

those original decisions had changed, the NPG had little difficultyin 1979 in

finding 1000 weapons whose presence could no longer be justified. We do not

know the reasoningthat convincedthe NPG that NATO could safely give up another

1400 weapons and accommodatethe introductionof new intermediate-rangesystems

without increasing the total number of weapons. It is instructive,however,

that the Ministers directedthe NATO military to give appropriateconsideration
to short-range systems. This directivecan only be interpretedas a move away

from credibly usable nuclear capability. NATO’s political leadershiphas in ef-

fect demoted NATO’s nuclear posture as a complicatingfactor in the calculations

of the Soviet military. Still, NATO’s nuclear capabilitymay play the key POIE+

in any Soviet decisionto start a war in Europe.

It may be significantthat NATO’s military authoritieswere given the task

of choosing the weapons to be removed from the stockpile and that a very

generous period was allotted for carrying out the reduction. A sizable part of

NATO seems to want nuclear weapons to have even less than an ill-definedsym-

bolic value. However, if the weapons are to be more than symbolic, they must

have some recognizablerelationto military missions. It appears that the cur-

rent reduction in stockpile numbers, and any future tampering with the

compositionof the stockpile,will be the result of compromises,the specificsof

which will only become clear in the details of the reduction.

Th@ NATO stockpilethat will exist 6 years from now will probably take one

of two forms. It may be that short- and intermediate-range capabilities will

continue to be represented in roughlytheir present proportionsor that short-

range systems will be cut disproportionately. A disproportionate reduction

could signify either a decision to forgo the battlefield-supportmission as a

task for nuclear weapons entirely or a disenchantmentwith the present delivery



systems. The reception given to proposalsto replacethe current systemswill

likely be the first indicationof the correct explanation.

A proportionate reduction would provide a firmer basis for assumingthat

NATO continuesto value the military relevanceof the stockpile. It would not

necessarilymean, however,that agreementhad been reachedas to the minimums of

each type of capabilityrequiredto dissuadethe Soviets from attacking. It is

the outcome of debates over the required minimums that will dictatewhether

there will be further reductionsin the NP

analysis,the size of the stockpileshould

needed to prevent a Soviet invasion.

It seems reasonable, if not defens”

TO stockpile. Again, in the final

be based on the assessmentof what is

ble in detail, to believethat Soviet

military perceptionswould not change substantiallyuntil NATO’s nuclear stock-

pile dropped below the range of 1000 to 1500 weapons, assumingthat reducingthe

number were the only change made and that the survivability of the remaining

weapons and systems were not perceptibly compromised. Below the 1000-1500

range, it seems likely that substantiveimprovements in existing capabilities

would be needed for nuclearweapons to retain their dissuasiveness.

v. IMPROVINGNATO’S NUCLEAR FORCES

The last round of proposals to improve NATO’s nonstrategic nuclear

capabilitiesbegan when the deployment of Lance was completed about a decade

ago. After that came suggestionsfor new artilleryshells featuringenhanced-

radiationoptions; a proliferationof gravity-bombmodifications; a modernized

version of Pershingwith significantlyincreasedrange, improvedaccuracy,and a

new warhead to match; a new kind of capability represented by GLCM; and, more

recently, a Lance follow-on. The reasons given for these improvementproposals

did not include compensatingfor reductionsin the size of NATO’s nuclearweapon

stockpile. The Pershing II and the GLCM will not improvethe military sig-

nificanceof any protectable NATO nonstrategic stockpile, not least because

their status as nonstrategic systems is ambiguousat best. Most of the other

proposalswere rejected. These rejections,togetherwith the weapon reductions,

characterize the recent history of attempts to add to the military significance

of NATO’s stockpile.

Nevertheless, a good case can be made for improvingindividualelements of

NATO’s nuclear posture, especiallyin considerationof the likely effect of the

reductions in the number of weapons. Whether making the case for strengthening
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nuclear capabilitieswould counteractthe trend away from relianceon a nuclear

posture is probablymoot in present circumstances. However, those circumstances

will change, and identifyingpromisingopportunitiesfor stockpile improvements

could turn out to be worthwhile. Improvementscan be separatedinto those af-

fecting each of the two broad military missions addressedin the assessments of

the preceding sections--battlefield support and operations against the Pact

rear. Viewed from a differentperspective,they can be divided into stockpile

improvements and management improvements. These four differentcategorieswill

be discussedhere.

A. PossibleTechnologicalImprovementsin Nuclear BattlefieldSupport

The weaknesses in nuclear battlefieldsupport have been identified by this

study, and it is clear that new technologycannot cure all of these weaknesses.

The NPG has expressed its interest in enhancingthe survivability, responsive-

ness, and effectiveness of stockpiledweapons and some improvementsmay follow

the upcoming reductions. However,there are strong indications that the NPG’s

interest in improvements for the stockpile does not extend to nuclear bat-

tlefield-supportcapability.

One of those indications is the NPG’s reference to the term

“responsiveness.” In military terms applicable to the mission of battlefield

support, responsivenessmeans the ability of the NATO force to identify a fleet-

ing target and to deliver a nuclearweapon on that target before it disappears.

However, the NPG is probably using the word in politicalterms where responsive-

ness refers to the degree to which nuclearweapons can be directly controlledby

politicalauthoritiesrespondingto politicalconsiderations. The Soviets would

probablyweigh NATO’s responsiveness in the military sense and view it as a

threat to their ability to mass their forces.

The point is that improvementsin political responsiveness could result

in persuading the Soviets that they had little to fear from NATO’s nuclear

weapons in planning an attack. This misapprehension might not tempt them ir-

resistibly to launch an attack; however, in circumstancesthat already included

a full-blowncrisis, it might be a deciding factor in their decision.

In any case, whereas responsiveness in a milltary sense is necessaryto

provide direct nuclear support to engaged NATO forces, the only requirement

responsivenessimposes on the nuclear weapon delivery units is that the prepara-

tion of the weapon for launch not add appreciably to the time required to
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completethe target-engagementsequence. The weapon’s design will have some ef-

fect on the time requiredfor weapon preparation.

In present NATO forces, the only target-engagementsystem capable of react-

ing with the necessaryspeed to prevent the massing of Soviet troops is cannon

artillery. At least, if cannon artilleryin a nuclear engagementwere used as

in conventionalcombat, it could react with the necessary speed. Short-range

cannon are essential to support NATO’s forces in conventionalengagements,but

will they survive in sufficientnumbers? It would help to be able to position

delivery units out of range of the Soviet systems that most directlythreaten

them, which would also give them a larger area for concealment. However,

positioning those units that far back would take them out of the responsive

target-engagementsystem in which the cannon are now found. It would be pos-

sible to arm the units with appropriate longer range delivery systems and

weapons, but the problem of placing those units within the combat organization

would remain.

Availabletechnologycould provide new longer range weapon systems, incor-

porating both the delivery accuracy and weapon yield needed to make them

suitable for attackingclose targets. Warheadswith nuclear submunitions would

be more efficient, and this efficiency would contribute further to the

flexibilityof the new systems. The new systems could be made more survivable

by giving them greater range and mobility. Helicopteror verticaltake-off and

landing aircraft could transportthem. Also, the transportation feature could

argue for small missile systems that emphasizesmall-diameterwarheads.

Improvedair defense, includinglarger numbers of surface-to-air systems,

would benefit

developmentof

either in the

missiles would

also serve to

efforts.

NATO’s nuclear delivery systems and all of NATO’s forces. The

surface-to-airtechnologyhas not reached its attainable peak,

Patriot system or in the shorter range systems. Surface-to-air

not only better protect forces from direct attack, but they would

inhibit Soviet airborne surveillance and target-acquisition

No straightforward method of calculatinghow many nuclearweapons would be

required to defeat the attack of a Soviet assault echelon is likely to be

developed. If enough weapons were used, the more maneuver units the Soviets

committedthe more they would lose without commensurate gain of ground. The

number of nuclear weapons required to insure that result, if the Soviet

tolerance for losseswere known, would surely be the maximum of any calculation.
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There is also a relationshipbetween the number of weapons requiredand the

range of the delivery systems, because longer range systems can each cover a

wider sector of the defense. Longer range, however,might also militate against

the responsiveness in the military sense that would be essential to the

credibility of the systems in the battlefield-supportrole. In the end, the

ability to deliver one nuclear weapon per kilometer of front in the areas rlost

suitable for a Soviet attack might reasonablybe said to constitutea minimum if

the principalobject is to impress the Soviets and not to give high confidence

to the defenders.

Not much more can be said about improving nuclear battlefield-support

capability until it becomes clear whether improvementsto conventionalweapons

will yield a capabilitycomparableto that of nuclear weapons.

B. PossibleTechnologicalImprovementsfor Nuclear OperationsAgainst Pact Rear-

Area Activity

The small number of NATO airfieldsand their vulnerability,the difficulty

of NATO’s aircraft in penetratingPact air space, and the dependence of NA1-O’S

intermediate-range missile systems on those aircraft for target acquisition

(effectivelylimitingthe missile system’s usefulness against mobile targets )

are the principal problems that NATO would face in conductingeither conven-

tional or nuclear operationsin the Pact rear. To these problemsmust be added

the unavoidable uncertainties associatedwith nuclear operationsand with the

unprecedentedenvironmentalconditionsthey would create.

The NATO airfieldsare vulnerableto conventional,chemical,or nuclear at-

tack by Pact systems that might have an easy time penetratingNATO air defenses.

It is commonly believedthat the Soviets would be able to disperse Pact aircraft

to a large number of airfields. NATO’s options for dispersingaircraft are next

to nonexistent, which might argue for vertical

whose dispersalwould be relativelysimple. As it

of NATO’s air capability against the Pact rear

assumptions.

take-off and landing aircraft

is, the survival at its bases

area must remain a matter for

AsSuming that Pact attacks on NATO’s airfields did not settle the iSSUf?

beforehand,penetratingPact air space with sufficientnumbers of aircraft and

missiles to do significantdamage to the Pact rear-areatarget complex may hing~

on the success of NATO’s air-defensesuppressionprogram. That success may in

turn depend on the ability to locate enough targets, and that would have to be
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done mostly from airborne platforms,which would themselvesbe subject to inter-

ference by the Pact air-defensesystem. It is noteworthythat reports indicate

that Israelwas successfulin acquiringtargets in Lebanonwith remotelypiloted

vehicles (RPVS);therefore,NATO should investigatethoroughlythe potentialof

RPVS.

Predictably, many NATO analysts are optimistic about the ability of

AmericanR&D to produce target-acquisition systems and conventional weaponry

capable of effectivelyhamperingPact rear-areaactivities,particularlythrough

attackingmoving and mobile targets. If they are right, this technology could

be used to field nuclear surface-to-surfacemissile systems with a better chance

of penetratingPact defensesthan aircraft. Intermediate-rangemissiles could

be designed with guidance systems capable of providingthe responsivenessre-

quired of battlefield-supportsystems. As already noted, present intermediate-

range missiles have little utility against mobile or moving targets.

There is a valid concern that new technologieswould not continue to func-

tion effectively in either the environmentcreated by nuclear explosionsor in

the face of Soviet countermeasures. The vulnerabilityof componentsto nuclear

effects is, in fact, predictable. Furthermore,Pact countermeasuresmight be

able to degrade the effectivenessof the new systems beyond what NATO proponents

now estimate.

If new technology does provide NATO in the future with a substantive

capability to operate with conventionalsystems against Pact rear-areaactivity

and if NATO retains a respectablenuclear battlefield-support capability, the

Soviets might view NATO’s intermediate-rangenuclear capabilityas primarilya

retaliatorythreat to Soviet nuclear operations. NATO would then be placingthe

burden of escalation on the Soviets. The chief requirement of those

intermediate-range NATO systems would then be survivability, and military

utility would not have to be strictlyjudged. Survivability would be a power-

ful argument to have NATO rely on submarines to provide the necessary

capability. Submarine-based systemswould need to have credible capabilityto

retaliatewithout their use appearingto be a further escalation.

The required number of intermediate-rangenuclear systems and weapons is

even more difficultto calculatethan that of battlefield-supportsystems. The

effectiveness of conventionalcapabilitywith the same roles would clearly be a

factor. Whether the systemswere to be thought of in terms of military utility

or in terms of retaliation,or perhaps both, would also be pertinent. A minimum
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estimate of the number of weapons requiredwould most likely be in the hundreds

rather than in the thousands.
c. Possible Stockpile Improvements

1. Vulnerability. Even those who do not want NATO’s nuclear capability

abolishedneverthelesscriticize its vulnerability. Some think the primary

threat is from a surprise Soviet attack on the storage sites; some fear an at-

tempt by politicallyirresponsiblegroups to seize weapons from these sites in

peacetime. Dispersal to protect the NATO stockpile from the first of those

threats would only increase its exposureto the second.

The most sensible defense against both of these threats is to store the

fissile material and the chemical high explosive separatelyand to plan to reas-

semble them again only just before launch. More elaborate schemes have been

suggested,for obsure reasons,but a simple physical separation would permit

prov~sionsfor adequate protectionfor the fissile material and a wide dispersal

of the weapon componentsfor survivability. Full implementation of this scllu-

tion would require replacement of all of the weapons in the NATO stockpile,

which could only be a long-termgoal. Failing this, the next best solution,al-

beit an expensive one, seems to be to store existingweapons in PAL-protected

undergroundsilos during peacetime. A combination of the two solutions would

also represent a considerable improvement over the present situation.

Separatingthe fissile and chemical explosive components of nuclear weapons

would also relieve politicaland military authoritiesof their perennial concern

over an unwanted nuclear explosionin peacetime.

2. New Weapon Options. The NPG, in its instructions to

refers to improvementsin the effectivenessof the NATO stockpile,

mation is available from which to infer what the NPG had in mind.

the military,

but no infor-

Referencesto

stockpile effectiveness usually apply to technological options of which

enhanced-radiationweapons are an example. ContinuedR&D to provide those kinds

of options is probably indicated.

D. Command and Control of Nuclear Forces——
1 Historical Background. Related to=

vulnerability/survivability is the problem of providing

nuclear weapon systems in both the politicaland military

the problem of

for responsivenessof

sense. It is worth

looking into the precise nature of this problem of responsiveness.

Historically,NATO, taking its cue from the US, has incorporated its nuclear

capability into a military force structuremodeled on the forces that won World
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War II. This is a structure designed for conventional operations on the

offensive. Soviet forces and those of the other Pact countriesare similarly

organized.

In present NATO forces, directingthe use of nuclear firepowerfor affect-

ing conventional battles is assumed to be reserved to commanders of corps.

Because of the size of corps, their commandersnormally expect several hours to

elapse before they see the effects of their decisions,and information on which

to base those decisions retains its relevancefor at least a few hours. This

situationwith regardto nuclearweapons is not one that is dictated by military

considerationsbut rather respondsdirectlyto the requirementof responsiveness

in the politicalsense. Commandersat lower levels than corps would be in a

better position to make decisionsto use nuclear weapons when that use was ur-

gently requiredby a rapidly developingmilitary situation.

A corps commander’s grasp of current battlefieldevents could normally be

expectedto include those signalingacute danger to his mission. With the in-

troduction of nuclear weapons, however,the nature of operationswould change

and the effects of the weapons would quickly become dominant. A corps com-

mander’s view of his situationmight fall behind the reality. The disruptionof

communicationscaused by nuclear explosionscould only aggravatethis condition.

The ability of military forces to react appropriatelyin such a situationis the

essence of responsivenessin the military sense.

The command and control system directing military forces with nuclear

weapons is not likely to change substantiallyuntil war with nuclear weapons is

better understood than it is now. This conditionhas obvious implicationsfor

the degree of military responsivenessthat can be allowed for in the present

command and control system. However, proceduralchanges could be made quickly

to provide a greater degree of that responsiveness, and the Soviets might be

more impressedby what is physicallypossible.

The technologicalimprovementsnow being commonly advocatedfor command and

control are mostly aimed at further centralizationof these functions--theideal

is apparentlyto exercise them from the equivalentof the Oval Office. However,

improvements to the control of NATO’s nuclear forces that would increasetheir

dissuasivenessin Soviet eyes would include provisionsfor the decentralization

of command and control when circumstancesrequiredit. Decentralization,par-

ticularly as to the gathering of information and the communication of

instructions, would be forced by the disruption resulting from nuclear
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explosions. In present circumstances,improvingthe responsiveness of nuc”lear

weapons to political authoritywill probably govern, which may mean increasing

the complexityof releasemechanismsand procedures. It is not clear how this

can be done while leaving intact the military responsivenessof NATO’s present

nucleartarget-engagementsystems,much less while improvingit. There may be a

challengeto technology here.

2. Possible Improvementsin Command and Control. Evidently, there are

concerns over the responsiveness of NATO’s nuclear stockpile to political

authorities,and the responsivenessof the nuclear stockpile to military ex-

igencies can also be questioned. It is probably not feasible to change present

features of the planning for the use of nuclear weapons while those features

remain imbedded in NATO’s conventionalcommand and control system. The upcoming

reductionin numbers of weapons in the stockpile may afford an opportunity to

consider alternativeapproachesto command and control of nuclear forces and, in

fact, to the whole question of the role those forces play in dissuading the

Soviets from starting a war in which nuclear weapons could be used. Alternative

approachesmight better use the advantagesthat improvedtechnologycould bring.

Perhaps the time has come to reconstituteNATO’s nuclear capabilitiesin

forces that would lie outside the present command and control system and below

some existing level of authority. Especially when the use of NATO’s nuclear

capabilitywas being actively considered,those reconstituted forces could be

made immediately responsiveto whatever political and military authoritieswere

consideredappropriate. It follows that those authorities could then more

easily assess the effects of that employmentand whether the desired effect had

been attained.

In principle, this kind of separate reconstitutionof nuclear capability

could apply to some or all of NATO’s nuclear weapon systems. For example, the

mission of nuclear battlefieldsupport could be given to a separate force ele-

ment appropriatelyorganizedand equipped exclusively for that mission. The

mission could be the support that applied to the entire NATO central region, for

example, or it could be assigned to separate force elements in each of the con-

stituent regions. Similarly,nuclear weapons suitable for attackingtargets in

the Pact rear could be incorporatedin a theater-widenuclear force, in a force

explflcitlydesigned for disrupting Pact rear-areaactivity, or in a force for

retaliatingagainst Soviet escalation.
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However it was done, a separate command and control system dedicatedto the

directionof associatednuclear forces and to the gatheringand disseminatingof

informationrequiredby both the forces and their politicaland military masters

would be needed. Clearly,the higher the authoritydirectingthose forces, the

broader the range of suitablemissionswould be, the more complex their struc-

ture, and the easier the coordinationof their activitiesamong themselves and

with outside agencies.

For example, a force

tlefield support to both

would consist of a closed

especiallyconfiguredfor

could be designed specificallyto provide nuclear bat-

of the US corps that are now part of NATO. That force

and wholly self-contained target-engagement system

nuclear weapon delivery. The force would be closed in

the sense that the target-engagementsequencewould not end in the nuclear ex-

plosion but with an assessmentand report of the effect of that explosion. This

reportwould set the stage for the next planned event in the sequence. The sys-

tem would be self-contained in that every element needed for the entire target

engagementsequencewould be included in the force. The force could be armed

with the technologicallyimprovednuclearweapon delivery systems describedpre-

viously. The systems would have longer range, greater delivery accuracy, and

higher mobility than any of the systems deployed at the present time. System

design would not have to be constrained by any requirement for compatibility

with conventionalforce elements.

The Soviets would be aware that, should a war turn nuclear,the NATO forces

engaging attacking Soviet units had been trained expressly for nuclear attacks.

Soviet military commanderswould not be likely to underestimatethe effect that

nuclear attacks on their assault units would have. For the Soviets to find and

eliminatethe NATO nuclear systems conductingthose attacks would be more dif-

ficult because those systems would be

conventionalforces of which the Soviets had

lier conventionalphase of conflict.

Unwanted escalationwould then be less

separate from the engaged NATO

accumulatedknowledge in the ear-

to be feared by NATO’s political

authorities. They would be assured that employmentof that nuclear force would

be limited to the attack on leading Soviet elements because, although the

force’s weapons might be deliverableon deeper targets, the force would be given

no means of finding those targets. The nature of NATO’s action in employing

that nuclear force would be unmistakably clear to both sides, regardlessof

I
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which had initiatednuclear use. Control of escalationcould be no tighter than

that.

It is easy to find disadvantagesto adopting that kind of proposal. The

duplication called for could be expensive,especiallyin manpower,the scarcest

resource. The duplicationin a dedicatedcommand and control system would also

offend against the military principle of unity of command at all levels. It

would undoubtedlycause some additionalproblems of coordination when nuclear

weapons were actually deliveredclose to NATO’s own forces. Additionaldisad-

vantages and compensatingadvantageswould come to light when each proposal For

separate nuclear forces was studied.

In evaluatingany of these proposals, the principal criterion would be

their likely effect on Soviet calculationsof the success of the heaviest attack

they could mount without unduly risking the devastation of Europe. Whether

those calculations could ignore the possibility that NATO would actually use

nuclear weapons to forestall a

Whether an unequivocalanswer is

one for analysis. Still, if NATO

most sensible purpose would be

Europe as difficult as possible.

military defeat is the essential question.

needed is more of an ideologicalquestion than

is to retain any nuclear forces at all, their

to make a Soviet decision to invade Western

If deterrenceby strategicnuclear forces does

not suffice, it is hard to believe that conventionalforces could make a crucial

difference,but some would say that assertionalso borders on the ideological.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

There is little reason to believe that the latest decision by the NPG to

reduce the size of NATO’s nuclearweapon stockpilewill, after the decision is

implemented,result in a significantlychanged NATO nuclear posture. Nor, un-

less conventionaltechnologyattains the promise that some hold out for it, will

NATO’s dependenceon its nuclear posture be lessened thereby. In the final

analysis, it is the dissuasionof a Soviet attack on Western Europe that is the

essentialpoint of any NATO military posture, and whatever else may be said of

them, NATO’s nuclear weapons constitutea major obstacle to any Soviet expecta-

tion of extending hegemony over Europe by force. Again, a nominal NATO

stockpile of 4600 nuclear weapons cannot be practicallydistinguishedfrom the

long-sacrosanct7000 such weapons of a few years ago.

The reductionof the NATO stockpilethat is now planned, as were the reduc-

tions that have already taken place, has evidently been motivated by the need to
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alleviate the effects of widespread disenchantment with NATO’s security

arrangements. The working consensusthat sustainedNATO’s reliance on nuclear

deterrence as the primary strategy for dealing with a postulated threat of

Soviet invasion,itself under increasingdoubt, appears to be intact at official

levels. However, even at those levels there is growing support for strengthened

hedges to that strategy in the form of improved conventional military

capabilities. That support is evidentlybased on the assumptionthat NATO can

buy protectionfrom conventionalweaponry,especiallyof advanced kinds, equiv-

alent to that afforded by its nuclearweapons. That assumptionhas yet to be

seriouslyexamined,probably because it is politicallyattractive, and thus at

the moment indispensable in any public stance taken by officials. More and

more, nuclear weapons are seen by Western electorates,not as a means of avoid-

ing war, but as the means of making war intolerablydestructiveand therefore

unacceptablein a military posture.

It does not seem likely that those political pressures will ease soon,

which may mean that further reductionsin the NATO nuclear weapon stockpilewill

be decidedupon in the future. These future reductionsmay likewisehave little

practicaleffect unless they seriouslyweaken NATO’s nuclear battlefield-support

forces. Without substantive capabilityto attack Soviet assaultingformations

discriminately with nuclear weapons, NATO would be forced to escalate in

response to the heaviest attacks the Soviets are capable of mounting. Because

the latter could include the discriminateSoviet use of nuclearweapons, conven-

tional improvements of whatever nature could hardly serve as adequate

substitutesfor battlefieldnuclear systems. These considerationswould not be

lost on the Soviets during their contemplation of an attack in circumstances

providingthem with the necessaryincentiveto accept the appalling risks accom-

panying a war in Europe.

Finally, stockpile reductionsmay have contributed,albeit inadvertently,

to a present opportunityto take full advantageof technologicaloptions for im-

proving NATO’s nuclear forces materially. This opportunity arises principally

from the misgivings of some politicalauthoritiesin NATO about nuclearweapons

incorporatedin military organizationsand subject to physical control of the

same military commanders who would be directing the conventionalphase that

would presumablyopen Europeanwar. Divestingthose commanders of any respon-

sibility for the employment of nuclear weapons and entrusting that

responsibilityto forces constitutedspecificallyfor that purposewould ensure
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whatever degree of politicalcontrolwas considerednecessary in the actual use

of the weapons for whatever purposes. Nuclear weapon systems could then be

designed independently of the constrainingrequirementfor compatibilitywith

conventionalforce elements. This would permit the application of all ap-

propriatetechnology.
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